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TOP Ripper Pack Platinum, all-in-one DVD & Video toolkit, converts DVD and video to
almost all the popular video and audio formats, like AVI, MPEG, MP4, MOV, WMV, FLV,
3GP, MP3, WAV, WMA, AAC, RA, etc.

Absolutely powerful DVD & Video toolkit, TOP DVD Ripper Platinum will display its fantastic
power in DVDs, converting DVD to videos, converting video to video, copying DVD to DVD,
with luxuriant picture quality and amazing processing speed.

TOP DVD Ripper Platinum, including TOP DVD Ripper, TOP Video Converter, TOP DVD
Clone, will give your more surprise on assisting DVDs and videos.

Download it right now and have a try for free!

Key Features

Optimized DVD & Video toolkit

Support the input formats of DVD, ASF, AVI, MPEG, MP4, MKV, RM, WMV, FLV,
3GP, VCD, etc.
Support the output formats of DVD, AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX, MP4, H.264/MPEG-4,
AVC, RM, MOV, XviD, 3GP.

Various functions of TOP DVD Clone

Support one-to-one cloning, which means disks in D5 or D9 are cloned into disks in
D5 or D9.
Support one-to-two cloning, which means one disk in D9 can be cloned into two disks
in D5.
Support one-to-one compression, which means one disk in D9 can be compressed
into one disk in D5.

More functions of TOP Ripper Pack Platinum

Preview the input files before conversion, so that you can get a genera idea of the
converted effect.
Clip the files simply by setting "Begin Time" and "End Time".
Capture images in previewing by a snapshot.
Automatically shut down the computer after conversion is finished.
Customize the output effect freely.
Support batch conversion.
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No safety hazard

There is no virus, spyware or adware existing in the software to threaten your
computer, and you can run the pack without any worry.

Lifetime technical support and upgrade

You will get lifetime technical support and upgrade after successful purchase.
Just let us know if you have any questions.

System Requirement

OS:     Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor:    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM:    512MB memory or above
Hard Disk:    100MB or above
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